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Inside Track
UN: America Cannot Avoid Paying Climate “Reparations” 
Fresh on the heels of a warning that the United Nations may use force against countries defying its
climate-change mandates, the world body has just informed the United States that “it cannot avoid
compensating poorer nations hit by climate change, despite Donald Trump honoring his election
promise of leaving the 2015 Paris climate agreement,” reported Breitbart on December 11.

The bill is high, too, with “green groups” saying the price tag will “top $300 billion annually by 2030 …
the majority of which is expected to be invoiced to the U.S.,” Breitbart also tells us. The site further
informs:

Delegates and observers at the COP25 negotiations in Madrid told AFP that Washington seeks a change
to the U.N. climate convention that could release it from punitive “loss and damage” funding for
developing nations which is predicted to run into the billions of dollars….

A new mechanism was established in 2013, but with damage estimates climbing, there is no agreement
on where the money might come from or even if it should be paid, although the U.S. is constantly the
target of calls for financial reparations because it is rich, successful and a dominant world economic
force.

Of course, many consider this just another pretext for the redistribution of wealth — with “rich nations”
(a.k.a. “Western suckers”) being considered guilty till proven innocent, with no proof sufficient.

Once dubbed just plain old “global warming,” the shape-shifting phenomenon that was later rebranded
“climate change,” then “global climate disruption” — and now, Extreme Makeover-style, “global
meltdown” and “climate collapse” — has predictions as variable as its name. Higher temperatures are
supposed prove the man-caused climate-change thesis; then again, global warming could mean global
cooling, we were told, and more volatile weather proves the theory, too. So unless there’s San Diego
weather the world over henceforth, the country with a $23 trillion national debt is going to have to
cough it up to the climate aggrieved. That is, unless Americans still govern America.

By Selwyn Duke

Planned Parenthood to Open Clinics at 50 Los Angeles High
Schools
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Planned Parenthood is set to open up 50 new clinics at Los Angeles-area high schools. Set to open
within the next three years, the new clinics were announced on December 11 and will be operated in
cooperation with the Los Angeles Unified School District and the Los Angeles County Department of
Health.

At least five of the new clinics are already open at schools in Los Angeles.

Funded by an initial investment of $10 million from Los Angeles County and $6 million from Planned
Parenthood, the clinics will offer birth-control options, testing and treatment for sexually transmitted
diseases, and pregnancy counseling. At least for the time being, abortions will not be offered at the
school clinics.

California law allows minors to consent to some medical services, such as receiving birth control and
mental health counseling, without a parent’s consent or knowledge. School personnel will not have
access to any health records the clinic keeps.

The clinics will reportedly be staffed by two public health officials who are trained by Planned
Parenthood to give counseling and, likely, abortion referrals. A Planned Parenthood nurse practitioner
will be on the premises once per week.

The 50 schools were selected because they are largely in low-income neighborhoods that lack similar
facilities — so, literally, the most vulnerable population Planned Parenthood could find.

Per Planned Parenthood’s usual modus operandi, the clinics will be named in an innocuous way so as to
hide their inner workings. The new clinics will be called “wellness centers,” since they will, allegedly,
provide more than routine medical services. “We want to support their general well-being, the ups and
downs of being a teen.”

But pro-life advocates believe that the new clinics are simply a way to catch more vulnerable youth and
compound bad decisions on their part with another bad decision — to have an abortion.

One wonders if organizations offering alternatives to abortion will also be allowed in these 50 schools. If
it’s a matter of “choice,” after all, shouldn’t a choice be offered to those vulnerable students?

By James Murphy
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Effort Under Way to Replace Incumbent Dems With Climate
Radicals 

Flickr/CharlesEdwardMiller
A climate group associated with Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (D-N.Y.) announced on
December 12 that it is advancing “insurgent” candidates with the aim of defeating incumbent
Democrats in order to increase congressional support for the Green New Deal.

The Sunrise Movement has helped Ocasio-Cortez promote her most well-known piece of legislation, and
even joined the lawmaker in a protest she held at the office of House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) in
2018. 

In a December 12 press release, Sunrise Political Director Evan Weber accused “establishment
politicians of both parties” of being complacent on the climate-change issue, suggesting voters want a
“new way of doing things.”

“These insurgent campaigns are a clear indicator of the appetite for an entire new way of doing things,
and a restructuring of our society under a populist agenda that guarantees things like living wage jobs,
affordable and safe housing, universal clean air and water, and Medicare for All — all policies which we
see bundled into the Green New Deal framework,” Weber said.

The Sunrise head also called 2020 “our last opportunity to elect climate leaders that can immediately
enact bold, transformational action over the course of the next decade to save our planet.” The group’s
first set of endorsements consists of four candidates. Three — Robert Emmons, Jr. (Ill.-1st
Congressional District), Marie Newman (Ill.-3rd District), and Morgan Harper (Ohio-3rd District) — are
seeking to unseat incumbent Democrats. The fourth, Mike Siegel (Texas-10th District), is running
against a Republican in a purple district.

The Sunrise Movement is a 501(c)(4) organization that launched in 2017 with the goal of electing
proponents of green energy. It was originally started as a 501(c)(3) (which are prohibited from
engaging in political activity) in 2013 with a $30,000 grant and office space lent by the Sierra Club, a
progressive environmental organization.

During the 2018 midterm elections, half of the first 20 candidates endorsed by Sunrise won their
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elections, including Representatives Ocasio-Cortez, Ilhan Omar (D-Minn.), and Rashida Tlaib (D-Mich.).

By Luis Miguel

UN Speakers Push Population Reduction for “Climate
Emergency”

AP Images
To deal with the alleged “climate emergency,” reducing the number of people on the planet was high on
the agenda among activists and speakers at the United Nations COP25 “climate” summit, which took
place December 2-13 in Madrid. The growing extremism and even paranoia among population-control
advocates, who worry that more people will release more CO2 into the atmosphere, is reaching
deafening levels. 

A major speaker at the UN summit, Oscar-winning director Michael Wadleigh of Woodstock fame,
minced no words in an interview with The New American. “Don’t have children — and I’m looking at
you, white man,” he said on camera.

The reason why it is so important to reduce the population of Europeans and their descendants is
because their nations are more developed and they consume more resources, he said. Even Scandinavia
and Sweden, which have a “clean” image, are destroying the planet, Wadleigh continued, warning that
average Swedes consume 40 times more resources than average Tanzanians. Even socialist presidential
candidate Bernie Sanders is not radical enough on these issues, he said.

In one of his UN talks from one of the most prominent stages in the entire convention, Wadleigh
emphasized the need for government coercion to achieve his vision. One of his main messages was the
need to drastically reduce consumption. “We can no longer do this voluntarily,” said Wadleigh, pining
for a global government that he said did not yet exist. “Make it a law, not a voluntary action.”

Rather than targeting Western nations — virtually all of which have birth rates at less than replacement
levels — others in Madrid for the COP25 proposed targeting Third World populations. Alejandro Moran
Rodriguez, for example, a UN volunteer at COP25, was manning a booth promoting the UN’s
controversial “Sustainable Development Goals.” He told Rebel News that countries in Africa and in Asia
should be high on the list for population control, because they do not have “that culture.” And so,
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governments must “manage their population,” he said, calling for UN enforcement of contraception.

By Alex Newman
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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